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Climate change is a major risk to good development outcomes, and the World Bank Group is committed to playing an important role in helping countries integrate climate action into their core development agendas. The World Bank Group (WBG) and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) are committed to supporting client countries to invest in and build a low-carbon, climate-resilient future, helping them to be better prepared to adapt to current and future climate impacts.

Both institutions are investing in incorporating and systematically managing climate risks in development operations through their individual corporate commitments.

For the World Bank Group: a key aspect of the World Bank Group’s Action Plan on Adaptation and Resilience (2019) is to help countries shift from addressing adaptation as an incremental cost and isolated investment to systematically incorporating climate risks and opportunities at every phase of policy planning, investment design, implementation and evaluation of development outcomes. For all International Development Association and International Bank for Reconstruction and Development operations, climate and disaster risk screening is one of the mandatory corporate climate commitments. This is supported by the World Bank Group’s Climate and Disaster Risk Screening Tool which enables all Bank staff to assess short- and long-term climate and disaster risks in operations and national or sectoral planning processes. This screening tool draws up-to-date and relevant information from the World Bank’s Climate Change Knowledge Portal, a comprehensive online ‘one stop shop’ for global, regional, and country data related to climate change and development.

For the Asian Development Bank: its Strategy 2030 identified “tackling climate change, building climate and disaster resilience, and enhancing environmental sustainability” as one of its seven operational priorities. Its Climate Change Operational Framework 2017–2030 identified mainstreaming climate considerations into corporate strategies and policies, sector and thematic operational plans, country programming, and project design, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of climate change considerations as the foremost institutional measure to deliver its commitments under Strategy 2030. ADB’s climate risk management framework requires all projects to undergo climate risk screening at the concept stage and full climate risk and adaptation assessments for projects with medium to high risk.

Recognizing the value of consistent, easy-to-use technical resources for our common client countries as well as to support respective internal climate risk assessment and adaptation planning processes, the World Bank Group’s Climate Change Group and ADB’s Sustainable Development and Climate Change Department have worked together to develop this content. Standardizing and pooling expertise facilitates each institution in conducting initial assessments of climate risks and opportunities across sectors within a country, within institutional portfolios across regions, and acts as a global resource for development practitioners.

For common client countries, these profiles are intended to serve as public goods to facilitate upstream country diagnostics, policy dialogue, and strategic planning by providing comprehensive overviews of trends and projected changes in key climate parameters, sector-specific implications, relevant policies and programs, adaptation priorities and opportunities for further actions.

We hope that this combined effort from our institutions will spur deepening of long-term risk management in our client countries and support further cooperation at the operational level.

Bernice Van Bronkhorst
Global Director
Climate Change Group
The World Bank Group

Preety Bhandari
Chief of Climate Change and Disaster Risk Management Thematic Group
concurrently Director Climate Change and Disaster Risk Management Division
Sustainable Development and Climate Change Department
Asian Development Bank
KEY MESSAGES

- Warming in Nepal is projected to be higher than the global average. By the 2080s, Nepal is projected to warm by 1.2°C–4.2°C, under the highest emission scenario, RCP8.5, as compared to the baseline period 1986–2005. The range in possible temperature rises highlights the significantly lower rates of warming expected on lower 21st century emissions pathways.
- Rises in maximum and minimum temperatures are expected to be stronger than the rise in average temperature, likely amplifying the pressure on human health, livelihoods, and ecosystems. Temperature increase is expected to be strongest during the winter months.
- Climate change is already having significant impacts on the environment in Nepal, species’ ranges are shifting to higher altitudes, glaciers are melting, and the frequency of precipitation extremes is increasing.
- Natural hazards such as drought, heatwave, river flooding, and glacial lake outburst flooding are all projected to intensify over the 21st century, potentially exacerbating disaster risk levels and putting human life at risk.
- Modelling has suggested that the number of people annually affected by river flooding could more than double by 2030 as a result of climate change. At the same time the economic impact of river flooding could triple.
- The vulnerability of Nepal’s communities, particularly those living in poverty, in remote areas, and operating subsistence agriculture, increases the risk posed by climate change.
- Some important adaptation approaches, such as air conditioning, irrigation, water storage and new crop varieties, may be inaccessible to these communities, and even with adaptation they are likely to experience damage and loss. Without support to the poorest in Nepalese society inequalities are likely to widen.

COUNTRY OVERVIEW

Nepal is a landlocked country of South Asia, located in the Himalayas between India and China. The terrain is generally mountainous and contains many of the world’s highest peaks, including Mount Everest (8,848 meters [m]). The country also has low-lying areas in the south with elevations less than 100 m. About 80% of the country’s 28 million inhabitants (2019) live in rural areas. Small-scale, subsistence agriculture is a mainstay of Nepal’s economy, employing 69% of the country’s workforce in 2015. Despite this, agriculture contributed only 25% to GDP in 2019, compared to a 60% contribution from the service sector.1 Nepal’s National Planning Commission estimated in 2018 that around 28.6% of the population experiences multidimensional poverty,2 with a clear divide between rural areas, where the rate is 33%, and urban areas where the rate is 7%. An estimated 8% of Nepal’s population are undernourished (see key indicators in Table 1).

---

Water and forests are Nepal’s most abundant natural resources, with freshwater (derived from glaciers, snowmelt, and rainfall) accounting for an estimated 2.27% of the total world supply. This water feeds the country’s major rivers: Koshi, Gandaki, and Karnali. Together, these river systems supply freshwater to a large portion of the 500 million people who live in the Ganges river basin. Nepal’s varied topography and social vulnerability make the country particularly susceptible to geological and climate-related disasters. Weakness in effective response mechanisms and strategies for dealing with natural hazards has historically exacerbated this vulnerability. An increase in soil erosion, landslides, flash floods, and droughts has been reported in recent years across the country, with increased intensity and impact on the lives and livelihoods of the Nepalese. Nepal is highly vulnerable to climate change impacts and recent studies by the Asian Development Bank suggested Nepal faces losing 2.2% of annual GDP due to climate change by 2050. \(^3\) Nepal ratified the Paris Climate Agreement and its Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) in 2016. \(^4\) Nepal’s Second National Communication to the UNFCCC (2014) (NC2) identifies the country’s energy, agriculture, water resources, forestry and biodiversity and health sectors as the most at risk to climate change. \(^5\)

### TABLE 1. Key indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Poverty Rate(^7)</td>
<td>28.6% (2018)</td>
<td>National Planning Commission, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of Wealth Held by Bottom 20%</td>
<td>8.3% (2010)</td>
<td>World Bank, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Annual Migration Rate(^8)</td>
<td>0.15% (2015–2020)</td>
<td>UNDESA, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Annual Change in Urban Population(^9)</td>
<td>3.15% (2015–2020)</td>
<td>UNDESA, 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependents per 100 Independent Adults(^10)</td>
<td>53.0 (2020)</td>
<td>UNDESA, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Population as % of Total Population(^11)</td>
<td>20.6% (2020)</td>
<td>CIA, 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Debt Ratio to GNI(^12)</td>
<td>18.9% (2018)</td>
<td>ADB, 2020b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Expenditure Ratio to GDP(^12)</td>
<td>27.5% (2017)</td>
<td>ADB, 2020b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^4\) Government of Nepal (2016). Nationally Determined Contributions. URL: [https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/ndcstaging/PublishedDocuments/Nepal%20First/Nepal%20First%20NDC.pdf](https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/ndcstaging/PublishedDocuments/Nepal%20First/Nepal%20First%20NDC.pdf)


This document aims to succinctly summarize the climate risks faced by Nepal. This includes rapid onset and long-term changes in key climate parameters, as well as impacts of these changes on communities, livelihoods and economies, many of which are already underway. This is a high-level synthesis of existing research and analyses, focusing on the geographic domain of Nepal, therefore potentially excluding some international influences and localized impacts. The core data presented is sourced from the database sitting behind the World Bank Group's Climate Change Knowledge Portal (CCKP), incorporating climate projections from the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5). This document is primarily meant for WBG and ADB staff to inform their climate actions. The document also aims and to direct the reader to many useful sources of secondary data and research.

Due to a combination of political, geographic, and social factors, Nepal is recognized as vulnerable to climate change impacts, ranked 128th out of 181 countries in the 2019 ND-GAIN Index. The ND-GAIN Index ranks 181 countries using a score which calculates a country's vulnerability to climate change and other global challenges as well as their readiness to improve resilience. The more vulnerable a country is the lower their score, while the more ready a country is to improve its resilience the higher it will be. Norway has the highest score and is ranked 1st. Figure 1 is a time-series plot of the ND-GAIN Index showing Nepal's progress.

FIGURE 1. The ND-GAIN Index summarizes a country’s vulnerability to climate change and other global challenges in combination with its readiness to improve resilience. It aims to help businesses and the public sector better prioritize investments for a more efficient response to the immediate global challenges ahead.

13 University of Notre Dame (2019). Notre Dame Global Adaptation Initiative. URL: https://gain.nd.edu/our-work/country-index/
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Climate Baseline

Overview

Nepal’s climate varies considerably both seasonally (Figure 2) and according to altitude. Nepal can be divided into different climate zones according to altitude, ranging from the Terai region in the south at less than 500 m above sea-level to the High Himalayan region in the north at over 5,000 m. Average temperatures decline from a peak of over 24°C in the south down to sub-zero temperatures in Nepal’s highest mountains. Precipitation is spatially variable with some central and northerly pockets of the country receiving more than 3,000 millimeters (mm), the central and southern plains typically receiving 1,500–2,000 mm, and some high-altitude areas in the north receiving less than 1,000 mm. Figure 3 shows the spatial variations of observed temperature and rainfall across Nepal.

Annual Cycle

FIGURE 2. Average monthly temperature and rainfall in Nepal (1991–2019)\textsuperscript{14}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure2}
\caption{Average monthly temperature and rainfall in Nepal (1991–2019)\textsuperscript{14}}
\end{figure}

Spatial Variations

FIGURE 3. (Left) Annual Mean Temperature, and (Right) Annual Mean Rainfall (mm) in Nepal over the period 1901–2019. Maps present the coordinates of Nepal: latitude 80°03’42”E – 88°10’10”E and 30°26’12”N – 26°21’46”N.

Key Trends

Temperature

Data from the Berkeley Earth Dataset can be used to estimate warming across Nepal over the 20th century. Based on temperature changes between the periods 1900–1917 and 2000–2017 historical warming in Nepal is estimated at between 1.0°C–1.3°C. Nepal’s NC2 suggests that the spatial distribution of this warming is complex, and not homogenous across Nepal’s surface area, nor defined consistently by altitude. Additional studies, which focused specifically on the Himalayas region (a significantly larger area than Nepal’s national territory) reports higher rates of warming, with average temperatures increasing by 1.5°C between 1982–2006.

Precipitation

Nepal’s NC2 suggests there have been only minor changes to historical annual precipitation rates in the country and these vary spatially and include both positive and negative movements. Some regions (notably western Nepal) are believed to have experienced an increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme precipitation events. One study has suggested that wet areas are becoming wetter, and dry areas are becoming drier. Alongside this, another study suggested the Himalayan region has experienced increasing average annual precipitation at a rate of 6.5mm/yr between 1982–2006. Other factors affecting inter-annual precipitation variability include global climate phenomena such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Indian Ocean Dipole. ENSO has been shown to have complex relationships with both drought and extreme precipitation.

References:
Climate Future

Overview

The main data source for the World Bank Group’s Climate Change Knowledge Portal (CCKP) is the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models, which are utilized within the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), providing estimates of future temperature and precipitation. Four Representative Concentration Pathways (i.e. RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0, and RCP8.5) were selected and defined by their total radiative forcing (cumulative measure of GHG emissions from all sources) pathway and level by 2100. In this analysis, RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, the extremes of low and high emissions pathways, are the primary focus where RCP2.6 represents a very strong mitigation scenario and RCP8.5 assumes business-as-usual scenario. For more information, please refer to the RCP Database.

For Nepal, these models show a trend of consistent warming that will be more significant for northern regions. While rainfall projections are less certain and vary by both RCP scenario as well as models, projected precipitation trends show a decrease in rainfall in the 2050s and an increase in rainfall for the 2090s. More precipitation is expected to be received through increased intensity and occurrence of extreme events. Tables 2 and 3 below,

### TABLE 2. Projected anomaly (changes °C) for maximum, minimum, and average daily temperatures in Nepal for 2040–2059 and 2080–2099, from the reference period of 1986–2005 for all RCPs. The table is showing the median of the CCKP model ensemble and the 10–90th percentiles in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Average Daily Maximum Temperature 2040–2059</th>
<th>Average Daily Temperature 2040–2059</th>
<th>Average Daily Minimum Temperature 2040–2059</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2080–2099</td>
<td>2080–2099</td>
<td>2080–2099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP2.6</td>
<td>1.4 (–0.7, 3.4)</td>
<td>1.4 (–0.6, 3.6)</td>
<td>1.4 (–0.4, 3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP4.5</td>
<td>1.8 (–0.4, 3.9)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.3, 5.0)</td>
<td>1.7 (–0.1, 3.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP6.0</td>
<td>1.5 (–0.6, 3.7)</td>
<td>3.1 (0.7, 5.5)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.2, 3.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP8.5</td>
<td>2.4 (0.1, 4.4)</td>
<td>5.0 (2.5, 7.5)</td>
<td>2.4 (0.6, 4.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3. Projections of average temperature change (°C) in Nepal for different seasons (3-monthly time slices) over different time horizons and emissions pathways, showing the median estimates of the full CCKP model ensemble and the 10th and 90th percentiles in brackets.\(^6\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>2040–2059</th>
<th>2080–2099</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jun–Aug</td>
<td>Dec–Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP2.6</td>
<td>1.1((-0.4, 3.3))</td>
<td>1.5((-0.3, 3.1))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP4.5</td>
<td>1.3((-0.2, 3.6))</td>
<td>2.0(0.0, 3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP6.0</td>
<td>1.2(-0.3, 3.4)</td>
<td>1.9(-0.1, 3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP8.5</td>
<td>1.9(0.4, 4.0)</td>
<td>2.6(1.8, 4.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

provide information on temperature projections and anomalies for the four RCPs over two distinct time horizons; presented against the reference period of 1986–2005.

Climate projections presented in this document are derived from datasets available through the CCKP, unless otherwise stated. These datasets are processed outputs of simulations performed by multiple General Circulation Models (GCM) (for further information see Flato et al., 2013).\(^{23}\) Collectively, these different GCM simulations are referred to as the ‘model ensemble’. Due to the differences in the way GCMs represent the key physical processes and interactions within the climate system, projections of future climate conditions can vary widely between different GCMs, this is particularly the case for rainfall related variables and at national and local scales. The range of projections from 16 GCMs for annual average temperature change and annual precipitation change in Nepal under RCP8.5 is shown in Figure 4. Spatial representation of future projections of annual temperature and precipitation for mid and late century under RCP8.5 are presented in Figure 5.

FIGURE 4. ‘Projected average temperature anomaly’ and ‘projected annual rainfall anomaly’ in Nepal. Outputs of 16 models within the ensemble simulating RCP8.5 over the period 2080–2099. Models shown represent the subset of models within the ensemble which provide projections across all RCPs and therefore are most robust for comparison. Three outlier models are labelled.

Spatial Variation

**FIGURE 5.** CMIP5 ensemble projected change (32 GCMs) in annual temperature (top) and precipitation (bottom) by 2040–2059 (left) and by 2080–2090 (right) relative to 1986–2005 baseline under RCP8.5. Maps present the coordinates of Nepal: latitude 80°03’42” E – 88°10’10” E and 30°26’12” N – 26°21’46” N.

Temperature

Projections of future temperature change are presented in three primary formats. Shown in Table 2 are the changes in daily maximum and daily minimum temperatures over the given time period, as well as changes in the average temperature. Figures 6 and 7 display the annual and monthly average temperature projections. While similar, these three indicators can provide slightly different information. Monthly and annual average temperatures are most commonly used for general estimation of climate change, but the daily maximum and minimum can explain more about how daily life might change in a region, affecting key variables such as the viability of ecosystems, health impacts, productivity of labor, and the yield of crops, which are often disproportionately influenced by temperature extremes.

The model ensemble’s median estimate of warming over the 1986–2005 baseline in Nepal is significantly above the global average. Under the highest emissions pathway (RCP8.5) warming in Nepal is projected to reach 5.0°C by the 2090s. The lowest emissions pathway (RCP2.6) ensemble mean projects warming of 1.4°C by the 2040s, followed by relatively constant temperatures up through the 2090s. Warming in monthly minimum and maximum temperatures is projected to be higher still, with minimum temperatures in Nepal projected to rise by 5.0°C by

the end of the 21st century under the highest emissions pathway. The CCKP model ensemble projects a strong seasonal bias in temperature rises under higher emissions pathways, with warming strongest during the winter and spring months from November through to May (Figure 7). This trend reflects the stronger projected rise in minimum temperatures, which typically occur during the winter months. Spatial patterns in the warming experienced in Nepal are likely to be heavily influenced by elevation. Global research suggests warming is happening at a faster pace in higher altitude regions. This trend is seen in Nepal, where night time temperatures in Nepal’s highest altitude areas (over 4,000 m) have been rising at almost double the rate of temperatures in lower altitude (< 2,000 m) areas. However, the complexity presented by the extreme variations in altitude seen in Nepal and the different processes which drive variation in warming (such as snow melt), may mean that model projections of future temperature rise are subject to above average levels of uncertainty.

**FIGURE 6.** Historic and projected average annual temperature in Nepal under RCP2.6 (blue) and RCP8.5 (red) estimated by the model ensemble. Shading represents the standard deviation of the model ensemble.

**FIGURE 7.** Projected change (°C) in monthly temperature, shown by month, for Nepal for the period 2080–2099 under RCP8.5. The value shown represents the median of the model ensemble with the shaded areas showing the 10th–90th percentiles.

**Precipitation**

The CCKP model ensemble provides minimal information on future changes in annual precipitation under all emissions pathways (Figure 8). The median ensemble change typically shows a small increase in annual precipitation, in the range of 5%–10% but uncertainty is very high and a minority of models also project decreases (Figure 4). Downscaled (i.e. localized) analysis conducted on the previous ensemble of IPCC

---

climate models (CMIP3) pointed towards moderate increases in precipitation.\textsuperscript{29} While considerable uncertainty surrounds projections of local long-term future precipitation trends, some global trends are evident and likely to affect Nepal. The intensity of sub-daily extreme rainfall events appears to be increasing with temperature, a finding supported by evidence from multiple regions of Asia.\textsuperscript{29} However, as this phenomenon is highly dependent on local geographical contexts further research is required to constrain its localized impacts in Nepal. Future precipitation trends in Nepal will depend in part on how climate changes affect the ENSO phenomenon. Simulation of ENSO, however, is an area in which the CMIP5 set of models perform inconsistently.\textsuperscript{31}

\textbf{CLIMATE RELATED NATURAL HAZARDS}

Nepal experiences significant disaster risk, ranked 31st on the 2019 INFORM Risk Index (\textbf{Table 4}).\textsuperscript{32} Key drivers of risk in Nepal include its high exposure to flood hazard as well as its lack of coping capacity. Nepal also holds moderate exposure to drought hazard, and moderate levels of vulnerability. However, the largest source of exposure-risk derives from earthquake. While not directly linked to climate change, earthquake exposure remains relevant in the context of a changing climate. More precipitation and higher temperatures affect

\textbf{TABLE 4.} Selected indicators from the INFORM 2019 Index for Risk Management for Nepal. For the sub-categories of risk (e.g., "Flood") higher scores represent greater risks. Conversely the most at-risk country is ranked 1st. The average score across all countries is shown in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flood (0–10)</th>
<th>Tropical Cyclone (0–10)</th>
<th>Drought (0–10)</th>
<th>Vulnerability (0–10)</th>
<th>Lack of Coping Capacity (0–10)</th>
<th>Overall Inform Risk Level (0–10)</th>
<th>Rank (1–191)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


the stability of terrain and hence susceptibility to hazards from mudflows, avalanches, GLOFs and landslides that could be triggered by an earthquake. Additionally, the risk of simultaneous, multi-hazard, exposure is significant for instance hydro-climatic hazards following an earthquake have been shown to compound damages.

### Heatwaves and Cold Waves

The current median probability of a heat wave (defined as a period of 3 or more days where the daily temperature is above the long-term 95th percentile of daily mean temperature) in Nepal is around 3%. The median estimated probability of cold wave also sits at around 3% (defined as a period of 3 or more days where the daily temperature is below the long-term 5th percentile of daily mean temperature).

As shown in Figure 9, the probability of heatwave is projected to increase significantly, potentially as high as 27% by the 2090s under the highest emissions pathway (RCP8.5). Simultaneously, the probability of cold wave is projected to decrease significantly, to less than 1% annually over the same time period. Both metrics reflect the projected rise in temperatures, which constantly moves the average away from the historical daily mean. Nonetheless, the significant increase in the potential for extreme high temperatures, particularly in Nepal’s more populous lower altitude region demands both further research and disaster risk reduction efforts. Another lens through which to view the heat hazard is the annual maximum of daily maximum temperatures. The CCKP model suggests this value could increase from a baseline (1986–2005) of around 32°C, to almost 34°C by the 2030s (under all emissions pathways). Under RCP8.5 the annual maximum of daily maximum temperatures could approach 38°C by the 2080s.

### Drought

Two primary types of drought may affect Nepal, meteorological (usually associated with a precipitation deficit) and hydrological (usually associated with a deficit in surface and subsurface water flow, potentially originating in the region’s wider river basins). At present Nepal faces an annual median probability of severe meteorological drought of around 2%, as defined by a standardized precipitation evaporation index (SPEI) of less than –2. There is some evidence that drought frequency in Nepal increased between 1981–2012.

---

The climate model ensemble projects an increase in drought probability over the 21st century (Figure 10). The ensemble projects a median annual drought probability of at least 10% by 2080–2099 under all emission pathways. However, uncertainty remains very high due to poor understanding of future ENSO behavior.

**Flood**

The World Resources Institute’s AQUEDUCT Global Flood Analyzer can be used to establish a baseline level of flood exposure. As of 2010, assuming protection for up to a 1 in 10-year event, the population annually affected by river flooding in Nepal is estimated at 157,000 people and the expected annual impact on GDP is estimated at $218 million. This is higher than that of UNISDR who placed a figure of $143 million on average annual losses to all types of flood in 2014. The difference in these values may be due to model errors and biases inherent in AQUEDUCT, however, it may also relate to the underreporting of flood impacts—a known issue with the dataset underpinning UNISDR's estimate. Economic development, population growth and climate change are likely to increase the impacts of river flooding. The climate change component can be isolated and by 2030 is expected to increase the annually affected population by 199,000 people, and the annual impact on GDP by $574 million under the RCP 8.5 emissions pathway (AQUEDUCT Scenario B). In both cases, the impact more than doubles over the 20-year reference period.

An increase in potential flooding impact is also projected by Paltan et al. (2018) who demonstrate that even under lower emissions pathways coherent with the Paris Climate Agreement almost all Asian countries face an increase in the frequency of extreme river flows. What would historically have been a 1 in 100-year flow, is projected to become a 1 in 50-year or 1 in 25-year event in Nepal. There is good agreement among models on this trend. This increased severity of extreme river floods can be seen in estimates by Willner et al. (2018) (Table 5) who project that an additional 8,000–43,000 people will be affected by an extreme flood event by 2035–2044 as a result of climate change.

Nepal also faces a growing hazard from glacier lake outburst floods (GLOFs). Nepal is believed to contain well over 1,000 glacier lakes. although most do not represent a threat to Nepalese communities. Lakes such as Phoksundo Tal, Tsho Rolpa, Chamlang North Tsho, Chamlang South Tsho, and Lumding Tsho glacier lakes, could pose significant disaster risk. Glacier lakes are believed to be rapidly forming in the Nepal region of the Himalayas as a result of
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TABLE 5. Estimated number of people in Nepal affected by an extreme river flood (extreme flood is defined as being in the 90th percentile in terms of numbers of people affected) in the historic period 1971–2004 and the future period 2035–2044. Figures represent an average of all four RCPs and assume present day population distributions.42

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.7 Percentile</td>
<td>350,844</td>
<td>358,940</td>
<td>8,096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>353,695</td>
<td>369,120</td>
<td>15,425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.3 Percentile</td>
<td>356,916</td>
<td>400,498</td>
<td>43,582</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

glacier melting, with most of the existing lakes formed since the mid-20th century.41 When a moraine that holds back the meltwater is breached, either as a result of climate or geological processes, significant flood surges can result, causing major damage to downstream communities. This risk includes a potential interaction with the significant earthquake hazard in Nepal. As increasing numbers of glacial lakes form, the risk of GLOFs during earthquake events is also believed to be increasing.42 Potential impacts include loss of life and livelihoods, and damage to infrastructure both as a result of flooding but also through the significant transport of sediment and debris which can accompany GLOFs. Significant work is already underway in Nepal to mitigate the risk of disaster.

CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACTS

Natural Resources

Water

The future of the water resources sector in Nepal depends on the management of several key pressures: notably local development, as well as hydrological climate changes and the future of Asia’s high mountain glaciers in a warmer world. One study estimates that warming will result in the loss of between 36% to 64% of ice mass in Asia’s high mountain glaciers by the end of the 21st century, with the higher end of the range associated with higher emissions pathways.43 Glacial mass in the Himalayas over the coming decades will also depend on changes in the level of snowfall and the intensity of precipitation during the monsoon season, although there is less certainty among forecasts on the direction of this impact.44 Moreover, a recent high-resolution study of Himalayan glaciers

indicates that there is considerable localized variation in the impact of climate change on glacial mass, suggesting a need for more localized forecasts for Nepalese glacier regions. A key impact of glacial melting is expected to be the disruption of the historical runoff regime. One study projects both increasing runoff volume and extreme flows, but only limited shifts in runoff seasonality in the Nepalese Himalayas as a result of climate change.

These changes, along with natural hazards such as flood and drought will challenge an already vulnerable water sector. As of 2015, only 88% of Nepal's population had access to at least a basic water supply and access to basic sanitation is believed to be even lower. World Bank data (2012) suggest that less than 60% of Nepal's population has access to basic sanitation, and that this is strongly biased towards higher income groups. Despite a generally high national water supply, many Nepalese communities, particularly in rural and remote areas, are vulnerable to water stress. Access to water for household use can be inconsistent, as can water availability for small-scale hydropower, and agriculture remains a vital part of many households' livelihoods and subsistence. In particular, rain-fed agriculture remains prominent in Nepal and is likely to be vulnerable to changes in the local precipitation regime. Many households are dependent on groundwater for subsistence and this too is under stress. Research has documented springs drying up and communities having to dig deeper and travel further to access water for consumption and basic household needs. Losses in groundwater are linked primarily to declines in annual precipitation rates. Without action existing weaknesses in governance, which have failed to ensure equal access and necessary infrastructure, may be exposed by the new challenges being presented by climate change.

Forests and Biodiversity
Nepal is home to a wealth of biodiversity, many unique Himalayan ecosystems, and natural resources. As well as their intrinsic value and the cultural value these assets hold to local communities, Nepal's natural resources underpin many sectors of the country's economy. As of 2017 the World Travel and Tourism Council suggested tourism made around an 8% total contribution to Nepal's GDP and 7% total contribution to employment. Studies suggest
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52 World Travel and Tourism Council (2018). Travel and tourism economic impact 2018: Nepal. URL: https://wttc.org
significant changes are already under way in many Himalayan ecoregions as a result of climate changes. A key indicator of change is the increase in the length of the plant growing season which has been widely documented. Earlier onset of the growing season has been documented particularly in the higher altitude areas of the Himalayas where highest rates of warming have also been measured. Indicators such as the length of the growing season, the average precipitation, precipitation as snow, and the seasonality of precipitation and temperature all signal likely shifts in the suitable geographical ranges of flora and fauna. For example, climate changes are expected to encourage the maximum altitude of the tree-line to increase, shrinking the size of the alpine ecoregion. The widespread conifer species *Abies spectabilis* has been recorded spreading upwards at around 2.6 m per year. The loss of alpine habitat has been projected to reduce the area of good snow leopard habitat in Nepal by between 12.5% to 41.5%. Additional pressures on biodiversity and conflicting needs in upland areas are likely to form as their viability for human use improves. Eventually, it is expected that combined impact of development pressures, climate changes and the ‘topographic isolation’ of local species (i.e. species with limited ability shift their ranges) may result in increased rates of species endangerment and extinction.

**Economic Sectors**

**Agriculture**

Climate change will influence food production via direct and indirect effects on crop growth processes. Direct effects include alterations to carbon dioxide availability, precipitation and temperatures. Indirect effects include through impacts on water resource availability and seasonality, soil organic matter transformation, soil erosion, changes in pest and disease profiles, the arrival of invasive species, and decline in arable areas due to dryland expansion and shifts in local hydrology. On an international level, these impacts are expected to damage key staple crop yields, even on lower emissions pathways. Tebaldi and Lobell (2018) estimate 5% and 6% declines in global wheat and maize yields respectively even if the Paris Climate Agreement is met and warming is limited to 1.5°C. Shifts in the optimal and viable spatial ranges of certain crops are also inevitable, though the extent and speed of those shifts remains dependent on the emissions pathway. Both historical and projected measurement of the impacts of climate change on crop productivity in Nepal present a mixed outlook. For instance, some studies show potential for rice yield declines, others project yield improvements as a result of improved conditions in highland production areas.
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As is the case globally, there is concern that wheat and maize production may suffer in Nepal.\textsuperscript{59} Maize is already reported to be responding adversely to increases in summer maximum temperatures\textsuperscript{59} and large potential increases in the frequency of very hot days (>35°C) are projected under higher emissions pathways (Figure 11). However, most projections suggest a large range of possible outcomes, with particular sensitivity to the climate model selected\textsuperscript{61} highlighting the need for further research and capacity building.

Studies have shown that adaptation practices, notably adoption of new higher-yielding crop varieties, have been sustaining yield increases even when climate changes create downward pressure.\textsuperscript{60} However, it is important to note that these adaptation practices can come at considerable economic cost. There are also barriers to entry which prevent adoption by the most vulnerable communities, many of which are dependent on farming for subsistence. It is unclear whether adaptive improvements in production efficiency will be enough to sustain production increases in the long run.

A further, and perhaps lesser appreciated influence of climate change on agricultural production is through its impact on the health and productivity of the labor force. Dunne et al. (2013) suggest that global labor productivity during peak months has already dropped by 10% as a result of warming, and that a decline of up to 20% might be expected by the 2050s under the highest emissions pathway (RCP8.5).\textsuperscript{61} This phenomena could impact Nepal’s lowland areas where extreme high heats will increasingly be experienced. Further research is required on the net effect as there may also be potential for productivity gains in upland areas where warming will make previously extremely cold environments more tolerable. In combination, it is highly likely that the above processes will have a considerable impact on national food consumption patterns both through direct impacts on internal agricultural operations, and through impacts on the global supply chain.

**Urban**

The diverse climate risks documented above constitute a major threat to core infrastructure, public service provision, and economic stability in Nepal. Vulnerability extends into urban areas with risks such as flooding and extreme heat in particular. Research has established a reasonably well constrained relationship between heat and cold stress

\textsuperscript{59} Maharjan, K. L., & Joshi, N. P. (2013). Effect of Climate Variables on Yield of Major Food-Crops in Nepal: A Time-Series Analysis. In K. L. Maharjan & N. P. Joshi (Eds.), Climate Change, Agriculture and Rural Livelihoods in Developing Countries (pp. 127–137). Springer Japan. URL: https://mpra.ub.uni-muenchen.de/35379/\textsuperscript{60}


and labor productivity, household consumption patterns, and (by proxy) household living standards. In general terms the impact of an increase in temperature on these indicators depends on whether the temperature rise moves the ambient temperature closer to, or further away from, the optimum temperature range. The optimum range can vary depending on local conditions and adaptations. As well as impacting on human health (see: Communities) the temperature peaks that could result from climate change are likely to affect the productivity of the service sector economy. This may occur both through direct impacts on labor productivity and also through the additional costs of adaptation. The negative impact on service sector productivity may be exacerbated by the urban heat island effect as Nepal urbanizes.

The CCKP model ensemble suggests that on a national level climate change could move Nepal into a less temperature stressed environment. The need for cooling is expected to be outweighed by the reduction in the need for heating (Figure 12). This view is supported by work by the World Bank, which modelled the relationship between consumption and temperature in Nepal (Figure 13). The analysis suggests that climate change may, over the long-term, have some positive implications for the productivity of Nepal's economy. This phenomenon represents one of the ways in which climate change might interact with the service sector economy and livelihoods in urban areas. However, given the multitude of different micro-climates found in Nepal, further research is needed on a more localised level. For instance, the changes and pressures experienced in Nepal's lowlands are likely to be very different to those experienced in its highland communities.

Research suggests that on average a 1°C movement in ambient temperature above or below comfort thresholds can result in a 0.5% to 8.5% change in electricity demand. Notably this links to use of business and residential air cooling and heating systems. The net decline in the need for heating in Nepal might be expected to reduce the overall burden on energy generation systems. However, this suggestion should be approached with caution. Nepal is also projected to experience an increase in the frequency and intensity of extreme events. Hazards such as heatwaves and floods may place strain on, or damage, Nepal's energy systems and infrastructure. As such,
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the importance of effective disaster risk reduction initiatives remains very high. Notably, around 90% of Nepal’s electricity generation is sourced from hydropower. This represents a potential vulnerability in the context of an uncertain future precipitation regime, glacial melting, and potential increases in the risks of landslides and GLOFs. Studies have shown a range of potential outcomes in terms of future hydropower productivity. However, given the known exposure of Nepal’s hydropower infrastructure to natural hazards there is a clear need for attention on adaptation and disaster risk reduction.

Communities

**Poverty, Inequality and Disaster Vulnerability**

Many of the climate changes projected are likely to disproportionately affect the poorest groups in society. For instance, heavy manual labor jobs are commonly among the lowest paid whilst also being most at risk of productivity losses due to heat stress. In addition, poorer groups are proportionally most affected by natural hazards, and poorer groups are also most sensitive to food price rises, with the potential for food price rises to drive extreme poverty also demonstrated in Nepal. While adaptations are available to reduce the negative impacts experienced in areas such as these, two key challenges present. First, the poorest groups typically have the lowest capacity and resource to access adaptation. For example, poorer businesses are least able to afford air conditioning, an increasing need given the projected increase in cooling days in Nepal’s lowlands, and poorer farmers and communities are least able to afford local water storage, irrigation infrastructure, and technologies for adapting to hydrological change. Second, even where...
adaptation interventions are made, either autonomously or through outside intervention, evidence from Nepal suggests they may not be enough to prevent damage and loss being experienced.\(^{70}\)

Natural hazards have had a very significant impact on Nepalese society over the 20th and early 21st centuries. One study estimated that disaster events led to over 4 million casualties (killed and injured) over the period 1990–1999.\(^{71}\) The largest reported contributors to human casualties over the century were disease epidemics and flooding, but major contributions were also made by earthquake, landslide, storms, and fires. In terms of the climate-linked hazards, approximately 2,000 deaths were recorded due to flood and landslides between 2000–2009 and around 250,000 families were affected.\(^{72}\) Strong correlations have been found showing that households with fewer years of schooling and lower wealth levels are considerably more likely to be affected, experience casualties, and incur livelihood losses as a result of floods and landslides.\(^{65}\) In absolute terms, most households exposed to flooding live in the low-lying Terai region, where population densities are higher. Large numbers of people in these regions have some exposure to flood waters, but the intensity of the hazard is lower and household capacity to take evasive action is higher. The relative risks of loss of life and livelihood are considerably higher in the other hilly and mountainous regions. Indeed, migration from disaster prone mountainous regions to the Terai region has been documented.\(^{65}\) A key finding of research into disaster risk in Nepal is that hazards with low absolute impact (but potentially severe impacts for affected households) are very high in frequency. Given the projected increase in the frequency and intensity of climate extremes and the likely above-average rates of warming this trend may worsen. Nepalese communities face potentially significant yet highly uncertain challenges over coming decades.

**Human Health**

**Nutrition**

The World Food Program estimate that without adaptation the risk of hunger and child malnutrition on a global scale could increase by 20% respectively by 2050.\(^{73}\) Springmann et al. assessed the potential for excess, climate-related deaths associated with malnutrition.\(^{74}\) The authors identify two key risk factors that are expected to be the primary drivers: a lack of fruit and vegetables in diets, and health complications caused by increasing prevalence of people underweight. The study suggests there could be approximately 61.9 climate-related deaths per million population linked to lack of food availability in Nepal by the year 2050 under RCP8.5.

**Heat-Related Mortality**

Research has placed a threshold of 35°C (wet bulb ambient air temperature) on the human body’s ability to regulate temperature, beyond which even a very short period of exposure can present risk of serious ill-health and death.
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73 WFP (2015). Two minutes on climate change and hunger: A zero hunger world needs climate resilience. The World Food Program. URL: https://docs.wfp.org/api/documents/WFP-0000009143/download/

(Im et al., 2017). Temperatures significantly lower than the 35°C threshold of ‘survivability’ can still represent a major threat to human health. Climate change could push global temperatures closer to this temperature ‘danger zone’ both through slow-onset warming and intensified heat waves. As shown in Figure 11, Nepal faces a significant increase in the annual number of days exceeding 35°C. Honda et al. (2014) utilized the A1B emissions scenario from CMIP3 (most comparable to RCP6.0) to estimate that without adaptation, annual heat-related deaths in the South Asian region, could increase 149% by 2030 and 276% by 2050. The potential reduction in heat-related deaths achievable by pursuing lower emissions pathways is significant, as demonstrated by Mitchell et al. (2018).

Disease

Many vector-borne diseases are prevalent in Nepal, including: malaria, dengue, chikungunya, Japanese encephalitis, visceral leishmaniasis, lymphatic filariasis. Most are endemic in the lowland Terai and hills of Nepal placing about 80% of the population at risk. This at-risk population is expected to increase under climate change as warming allows diseases to push further into Nepal’s highlands. Climate change is also expected to increase the potential for transmission of water-borne diseases. Higher temperatures have already been correlated with Diarrhea incidence in Nepal and studies in other parts of the world have shown the potential for flooding and drought to drive transmission of both water and vector-borne diseases.

POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

National Adaptation Policies and Plans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Policy/Strategy/Plan</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Document Access</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) to Paris Climate Agreement</td>
<td>Submitted</td>
<td>October, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Communications to the UNFCCC</td>
<td>Two submitted</td>
<td>Latest: December, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Adaptation Programme of Action (NAPA) to Climate Change</td>
<td>Enacted</td>
<td>September, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Climate Change Priorities of ADB and the WBG

**ADB – Country Partnership Strategy**
ADB agreed a Country Partnership Strategy (CPS) with the Government of Nepal covering the period 2020–2024. Support for Nepal’s efforts to cope with climate are addressed under the fifth of five thematic drivers, environmental sustainability. Specifically, the CPS states that ADB assistance will focus on disaster and climate change risk management by building institutional capacities (including knowledge base and management systems), ensuring resilience of infrastructure against the risks, and applying risk-screening tools in designing projects. ADB will also help develop an integrated water resources management system.81

**WBG – Country Partnership Framework**
The World Bank agreed a Country Partnership Framework (CPF) with the Government of Nepal covering the period 2019–2023. Climate change is addressed in the third focus area of the CPF. Specifically, the CPF states the WBG will seek to address spatial and horizontal inequities in human development outcomes, and people’s vulnerabilities to climate change, natural disasters, and health shocks. Despite the significant progress in access to education and health, there are spatial and socio-economic disparities in outcomes. Among certain pockets of the population, malnutrition and stunting persist, impacting other outcomes such as education, productivity, and longer-term human capital development. While headway is being made in empowering women and providing them with opportunities, they remain vulnerable and face unequal treatment and violence. In addition, the poor and those on the borderline of poverty remain vulnerable to a relapse in the event of an exogenous shock. The social protection system can play a significant role in mitigating this vulnerability. In parallel, the insurance sector needs to be further developed. Nepal’s acute vulnerability to climate change, natural disasters and health shocks is compounded by their disproportionate impact on the crop and those on the margins of poverty. This will require enhanced preparedness to natural disasters, as well as improved natural resources management to mitigate preventable disasters.82
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